Forecasting intracranial pressure elevation using pulse waveform morphology.
Management of intracranial pressure (ICP) following a traumatic brain injury (TBI) is an essential aspect of minimizing such secondary brain injuries as intracranial hypertension and cerebral hypoxia. Currently, ICU management of ICP elevations is reactive in nature; we propose a quantitative method to predict potentially harmful elevations in ICP. Continuous intracranial pressure measurements were obtained from 37 patients at the UCLA Medical Center. Intracranial hypertension (IH) episodes were identified along with slow wave segments (used for control sets). Four, five minute segments were then constructed from the IH episode: one from the onset of ICP elevation (pre-IH #0) along with sets 5, 20, and 35 minutes prior to the elevation (pre-IH #5, #20, #35 respectively). Quantification and recognition of the three ICP sub peaks was performed using our group's algorithm termed Morphological Clustering and Analysis of Intracranial Pressure (MOCAIP). Furthermore, a quadratic classifier (QDC) was used to determine the metrics with the greatest predictive power. These metrics were then used to compare the control data set to the data sets described previously. From the ten most frequently selected metrics each of the four pre- intracranial hypertension (pre-IH) segments were compared with the control. Sensitivity (SEN), specificity (SPE), and accuracy (AC) were determined for each set with a SEN and SPE for the data set five minutes prior to ICP elevation of 90% and 75% respectively. Combining the MOCAIP analysis, QDC classification, and bootstrap method of statistical sampling, our analysis has the potential to predict an ICP elevation event 20 minutes prior to the event onset.